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Abstract 

With the advent of data centers, we are able to efficiently 

store and manage importanct data. In addition, data centers 

that are connected to the internet provide cloud services so 

that we can access data centers and download data anytime 

and anywhere. However, the cost of initial data center 

construction is high and spatial and administrative costs are 

high. Recently, service chaining (SC)technology using 

Software Defined Network (SDN) technology appeared to 

solve this problem. SC technology is a technique that enables 

the software from the path setting to the data management by 

using the central controller which can access to any momain 

or devices. However, when using SC technology, there are a 

lot of considerations when re-routing, such as the service and 

performance provided by each domain and the delay caused 

by the route. In this paper, we analyze the problems of 

existing SC techniques for efficient SC.We also propose an 

efficient SC platform that can support multiple domains to 

solve existing problems. The proposed platform can manage 

multiple domains through the orchestration layer for efficient 

data paths. In this paper, we show the effectiveness of the 

proposed SCplatform for the proposed scenario through the 

scenarios. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Few decade ago, we used to store data on a small diskette or a 

small CD for data storage. However, data management was 

not done well because of the frequent errors, data loss and its 

lifetime. Recent, we can easily store large amounts of data on 

the desktop, and in a cloud environment we can safely manage 

our data without loss while realizing data backup in real time. 

Moreover, central data servers provide various security 

services such as firewalls and intrusion services, so they can 

easily cope with external intrusion. 

In particular, the emergence of data centers has led to the 

concept of a centralized management center that provides 

servers and network lines. The data center has the resource 

and spatial components necessary for basic server 

provisioning, network for various IT systems and 

communication, and management. These data centers had a 

simple structure that provided only basic web services and 

small-scale storage data in the early days. However, it has 

evolved into a ubiquitous system data center that can be easily 

accessed anytime and anywhere due to the spread of the 

Internet, the storage of important data of different enterprise 

units and the external access function or the development of 

crowd system. In addition to providing simple data 

management services, it is possible to provide a wider range 

of services by linking various network services such as 

firewalls, load balancing devices, intrusion prevention 

services, WAN acceleration functions, and NAT. However, in 

order to meet the various network services required for data 

center construction, the initial construction cost is very high, 

and the complicated network configuration has disadvantages 

such as difficulty in management and inefficient space. 

Recently, service chaining (SC) technology using Software 

Defined Nework (SDN) has attracted attention in order to 

solve cost, time and management disadvantages of data center. 

SDN consists of Data Plane and Control Plane [1-3]. Data 

Plane plays a role of sending and receiving data, and Control 

Plane plays a role to control data transmission and reception 

efficiently. SC is a technology that combines multiple network 

services into a single chain in Network Virtualization (NFV), 

which has the advantage of reducing network load by 

efficiently setting network paths regardless of past network 

flow dependencies. 

In previousSC, many performance-based selection methods 

are used to efficiently select a chain path. However, 

performance degradation can be reduced due to the aging of 

the router and the penalty caused by the path delay. 

Furthermore,it has a disadvantage that it does not have good 

efficiency in terms of energy waste if path efficiency is not 

considered. In addition, it is difficult to construct an effective 

chain if it is not considered to transmit and receive data 

between domains in an environment where there are multiple 

domains rather than a single domain. 

In this paper, we propose an efficient SC scheme for a multi-

domain environment to overcome the disadvantages of 

providing services dependent on a single domain. In the 

proposed SC, there is an orchestration layer at the top of each 

sing domain layer, thereby enabling efficient inter-domain 

service. Thus, it is possible to prevent unnecessary route 

delays and degradation of efficiency through the efficient 

domain setting. 

The composition of this paper is as follows. In chapter 2, we 

introduce research related to SDN and service chain. In 

section 3, we analyze the problems of existing service chains. 

In section 4, we propose novel service chain technique. Lastly, 

we summarize the study and introduce future research. 
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RELATED WORK 

Recent, it has become possible to store large amounts of data 

through a data center, and it is also possible to share data in a 

cloud environment via the internet. In this environment, SDN 

concept has emerged to make data management more efficient. 

SDN can be divided into Data Plane and Control Plane as 

shown in Figure 1. Data Plane is a layer responsible for 

sending and receiving data and is responsible for executing 

commands received from the controller of the upper 

controlplane. In control plane, it manages and optimizes the 

data plane, and manages the sub-switches from the controller 

present. This concept is applied to security field and is used to 

solve DDoS which is a large-scale attack. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Data and Control Plane of SDN 

 

In general, SDN has been studied extensively in the field of 

security, and there have been many studies for security of 

DDoS [4-14]. In [4], the author developed a global defense 

system structure for DDoS attack defense. Global defense 

system handles attack packets arriving at each node with two 

structure of detection and response. In the beginning, the 

global defense system detects attack packets and then 

analyzes attack packets to analyze patterns of patterns. The 

Glbal defense system protects the attack by applying a defense 

system to each pattern. In [5], the author proposed a hybrid 

DDoS defense system for DDoS attack defense. The hybrid 

DDoS system is divided into source, network, and destination-

based defense systems.In [6], the authors used edge weight 

techniques to efficiently allocate virtual resources and reduce 

latency. [7] proposed a virtual node and link mapping 

technique. Virtual node mapping refers to placing virtual 

resources according to the size of physical resources, and 

virtual link mapping refers to placing virtual resources based 

on the available capacity of physical links. [8] introduced 

deterministic, randomized node and link mapping techniques. 

Also, there is a similar research [9] [10]. [9], however, focuses 

on overall structure and features rather than on specific policy 

initiatives [10], in order to meet the requirements of security 

management vendors rather than focusing on various attacks. 

However, the need for an SDN-based security platform has 

arisen due to the limitations of the scalability of the SDN 

function, the performance degradation due to the centralized 

type, the difficulty of fault management, the low processing 

capability of the controller. 

SDN-based security platform is a platform that utilizes virtual 

security equipment using SDN concept, rather than solving 

with hardware such as data center to solve existing security 

problem in general. A security platform refers to a 

combination of a hardware platform, an operating system 

platform, and a security device as a security platform. The 

advantage of the SDN security platform is that it can 

reconfigure the previously fixed data packet path through the 

control plane efficiently by using the separate form of SDN, 

data plane and control plane. Furthermore, if the path is set 

efficiently, it has the advantage of having the similarity with 

the data security and transmission / reception throughput 

which was processed by existing hardware only. As a result, if 

you use it efficiently, you can efficiently handle the existing 

security problems using the security platform. 

In addition to the security platform, the concept of service 

chaining emerged [15]. Service chaining is a technique to 

bundle various virtual machines or to reassemble a bundled 

machine to cope with various service requirements. 

Application of service chaining technique maximizes SDN 

function efficiency and can be applied to various fields. 

Recently, there have been a lot of studies on security platform. 

However, most are considering single domains, and many 

solutions to multi-domains have not been proposed. 

In this paper, we propose a service chaining technique to 

efficiently provide service chaining in multi domain 

environment. 

 

 

PRROBLEMS OF LEGACY SERVICE CHAINING 

IETF SFC WG defined 12 existing network problems in the 

SFC-problem Statement as follows. 

 

Topological 
Dependencies 

Because service delivery and path 
depend on topology, resource usage is 
inefficient 

Configuratoin 
Complexity 

Changes in service capabilities are 
accompanied by changes in resources 
and topology, requiring complex 
configurations 

Contrained High 
Availability 

HA is limited due to topology-dependent 
service delivery 

Consistent Ordering 
of Service Functions 

Since the order of network services is 
largely dependent on administrator 
settings, there is a possibility of 
problems. 

Application of 
Service Policy 

Existing service policy is set to suit the 
platform structure, so there is difficulty 
in changing 

Transport 
Dependence 

Dependent services exist in network-
supported transport methods 

Elastic Service 
Delivery 

Existing hardware configuration 
services are difficult to change or add 

Traffic Selection 
Criteria 

There is a problem that all traffic must 
pass through all services of the existing 
building network 

Limited End-to-End Problems that are limited in service 
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Service Visibility consideration and increase in 
computational complexity 

Symmetric Traffic 
Flows 

Static configuration is required for 
bidirectional traffic processing. 

Multi-vendor 
Service Functions 

Increased complexity when using 
different vendor services 

 

Service chaining has been created to solve the existing 12 

problems, and many studies of industry, academia and 

research are being actively carried out. In particular, the 

twelve problems are the data center's current problems, which 

will increase the efficiency of the data center and create 

various service models. 

However, the research on service chaining has not yet been 

completed and there are many problems to solve. In this 

chapter, we analyze the problems of service chaining in terms 

of path selection, energy consumption, and domain. 

Figure 2 shows the problem analyzed in terms of routes when 

using service chaining. First, service chaining has a node and 

a link element, and each node is connected to a peripheral 

node through a link. Each node has different performance and 

performance may vary from link to link. Therefore, the 

network can become paralyzed if excessive traffic is pushed to 

a particular node or a lot of data flows through a specific link. 

In particular, when a service chain algorithm consists of a 

simple service node only, the performance may be degraded 

due to the path delay between the node and the node. 

Similarly, if the path is set with the shortest path, if the 

performance of the node is degraded, the performance may be 

lower than that of considering only the node. As a result, in 

order to construct an efficient service chain, it is necessary to 

construct a route considering all nodes and links to enable an 

efficient network configuration. 

 

 
Figure 2: Path Selection Problem 

 

If service chaining is not considered in terms of energy 

consumption, it can result in poor cost due to excessive power 

consumption. For example, if the optimal set of path 

configurations consisting of service chains are all different, 

then all of the equipment must be run for a specific path only. 

This can result in unnecessarily large numbers of machines 

running, which can result in poorer performance than 

previously solved. However, in the case of data that can be 

processed by chains or the same equipment having the same 

path for resolving the power problem, energy waste can be 

prevented when the path is reset. However, in order to prevent 

energy waste, the reconfigured path has a problem that the 

quality of data quality may deteriorate due to the performance 

degradation compared to the original optimal path. As a result, 

in order to construct an efficient service chain, it is necessary 

to construct an energy efficient service chain by identifying 

redundant paths and equipment states, thereby preventing 

unnecessary energy wastage and performance degradation. 

 

 
Figure 3: Energy Consumption Problem 

 

If the requirements of the service chain require chain 

configuration with multiple security policies, efficient domain 

selection is required. This is because some domains provide 

firewalls while others do not. 

Especially, it is important to share data between domains 

efficiently because information sharing among domains has a 

larger load than data sharing among domain virtual machines. 

In addition, it is required to control the domain controller 

independent of each domain, regardless of the service 

specification of each domain. If all the domain information is 

shared and the path is reset by the central controller, the 

above-mentioned path and energy consumption problem can 

be solved at the same time. 

 

 
Figure 4: Muilti Domain Problem 

 

 

SERVICE CHAINING FRAMEWORK 

This chapter presents the service chaining framework 

proposed in the paper. The proposed framework can solve the 

existing service chaining problem as shown in chapter 3, and 

can construct a service chain efficiently. 

Figure 5 shows the physical structure of a generic service 

chaining framework that runs on multiple domains. In this 

figure, the sender of the service chaining becomes the user 

who wants to transmit the data, and the receiver becomes the 

user who receives the necessary data. At this time, there are a 

number of domains in the path standard, and the performance 
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differs for each domain. Also, since the service models 

provided by each domain are different, it is necessary to know 

the services and performance provided by all domains in order 

to efficiently construct service chaining. The general service 

of proposed chaining framework collects and analyzes the 

information of the domain in the presence of intermediary 

broker nodes, and analyzes the services and performance of 

each domain as feasible. Each broker node can share the multi 

domain information that it holds separately, and it makes the 

analysis efficient. 

 

 
Figure 5: Physical Structure for Multi Doain 

 

Figure 6 shows a generic service chaining structure to provide 

a multi-domain environment. The proposed service chaining 

consists of a domain layer and an orchestration layer. The 

domain layer consists of an open switch, a host, a network, 

and a service chain manager. The orchestration layer includes 

an interface, a fusion layer, a domain optimization, a service 

chain manager, and a traffic analyzer. In other words, 

orchestration layer connects multiple domains and domains 

and optimizes communication between domains through 

domain optimizer. Through the service chain manager, the 

chain is constructed considering the inter-domain delay time 

and the services provided by the domain. In this case, the 

service chain manager analyzes the traffic of the network in 

which the data flows in and out of each service using the 

traffic analyzer, detects the abnormal traffic, and if the traffic 

is unnecessarily overloaded to one side. 

 

 
Figure 6: Service Chaining Structure for Multi Domains 

 

Figure 7 shows a scenario using the orchestartion layer in the 

proposed multi-domain environment. In the lower left corner 

of the figure, there is a start point node transmitting data, and 

in the upper right corner there is an end point node receiving 

data. The start node continuously transmits data to the End 

Node through Domain # 1, and as time goes on, the size of the 

data continues to increase and is transmitted to Domain # 1. 

Domain 1 sends report data about the current situation to the 

Orchestration Layer, which manages the status of all domains 

once a certain time has passed and the situation reaches its 

processing limit and can not be processed. At this time, the 

Orchestration Layer can determine that it can process in the 

surrounding Domain # 2, re-route the part of the data of 

Domain # 1 to process in Domain # 2, and process the 

situation of Overhead. 

 
Figure 7: Scenario using Orchestration Layer for path 

reconfiguration 

 

In the second scenario, the power of a specific node is 

suddenly dropped in the efficient service chaining situation, 

and the Orchestration Layer detects the scenario and sets up 

the re-routing. In the figure, the sender is A and the receiver is 

H. In the path set in the early stage, paths for transmitting data 

in the order of A, B, D, F, and H were set. However, over time, 

the power of D suddenly drops, and the data throughput 

suddenly drops to notify Orchestation Layer. At this time, the 

Orchestation Layer informs B and E that it can transmit to the 

neighboring node E that has sufficient power and can process 

the alternative path. Then, the data flowing from B to D flows 

from B to E, so that data can be efficiently distributed. 

 

 
Figure 8: Scenario to manage energy consumption of each 

node 
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CONCLUSION 

In recent years, there has been a service chaining technology 

that incorporates the SDN concept. In this paper, we analyze 

the problems of existing service chaining technology to 

efficiently utilize service chaining technology. In addition, we 

propose a framework for efficient service chaining in multi - 

domain environment to solve the existing service chaining 

technology problem. The proposed service chaining 

framework effectively solved past problems that considered 

only a single domain. In particular, the proposed framework 

periodically grasps the states of multiple domains through the 

Orchestration Layer, and when an excessive amount of data is 

pushed to a specific node, power for data processing is 

insufficient, or energy consumption is excessively set, 

Distributes the data through settings. 

We will use the service chaining technique for efficient multi-

domains proposed in this paper and plan to apply it to actual 

devices in the future. In addition, we aim to increase the 

utilization rate through application of diverse fields. 
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